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The Sparsholt Affair
Eventually, you will very discover a other experience and attainment by spending more cash.
yet when? pull off you resign yourself to that you require to get those every needs later
having significantly cash? Why don't you attempt to get something basic in the beginning?
That's something that will guide you to comprehend even more in relation to the globe,
experience, some places, in imitation of history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your enormously own get older to bill reviewing habit. along with guides you could
enjoy now is the sparsholt affair below.
The Sparsholt Affair
The Sparsholt Affair is the sixth novel written by British author Alan Hollinghurst. The novel
explores the changing attitudes towards homosexuality in England through the lives of two
men: David Sparsholt, a teenager briefly attending Oxford during the Second World War, and
his openly gay son, Johnny Sparsholt, who comes of age in London just as homosexuality has
been decriminalised.
The Sparsholt Affair - Wikipedia
The Sparsholt Affair is a sweeping and intimate masterpiece, full of sensual pleasures and
observational wisdom. (Geoff Dyer) (Geoff Dyer) Alan Hollinghurst s The Sparsholt Affair is
startling, radical, embedded in tradition but entirely new in final effect ‒ the novel that
other novelists were all talking about this year.
The Sparsholt Affair: Amazon.co.uk: Hollinghurst, Alan ...
The Sparsholt Affair is a gay sex scandal which takes place just before the decriminalisation
of homosexuality in 1967. It is frequently referred to in the novel but never fully elaborated.
The Sparsholt Affair: Amazon.co.uk: Hollinghurst, Alan: Books
The Sparsholt Affair is another grand canvas much in mould of The Stranger's Child, five
distinct parts composing an elegant ellipsis. It begins in a place that Hol Sigh. A new novel by
Alan Hollinghurst is always an event.
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst - Goodreads
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst ‒ the work of a master Spanning two generations
of gay life, Hollinghurst s tale of dreaming spires and secrets is his finest novel yet Oxford in
the...
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst ‒ the work of a ...
Featuring a remarkable cast of characters, The Sparsholt Affair is both thought-provoking
and highly entertaining, a novel in which children are connected by the acts of their parents
and individuals are both damaged and saved by the changing attitudes to sexuality, privacy
and intimacy.
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst ¦ Waterstones
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst, book review: One of the best books of the year The
Man Booker Prize-winning author's sixth novel explores changing attitudes towards gay men
from the...
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst, book review ...
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Ultimately, perhaps The Sparsholt Affair is a novel to admire rather than love. Gripping
storylines sit alongside more lacklustre ones while in his characters, to twist Yeats s words,
the best are...
The Sparsholt Affair review: A blitz of gay longing
THE SPARSHOLT AFFAIR. by Alan Hollinghurst RELEASE DATE: March 20, 2018. A man s
inability to be honest about his sexuality has scandalous, and brutally public, consequences
for several generations. At the outset of this novel, in 1940, all the gay men and at least one
straight woman in a literary club at Oxford are infatuated with beautiful David Sparsholt, a
first-year engineering student who initially seems oblivious to the attention.
THE SPARSHOLT AFFAIR ¦ Kirkus Reviews
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst is published by Picador (£20). To order a copy for
£17 go to guardianbookshop.com or call 0330 333 6846. Free UK p&p over £10, online orders
only. Phone...
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst review ‒ passion ...
Male prostitutes, an MP, they never found out who the third man was : the Sparsholt
Affair evidently has some relationship to the real Montagu Trial of 1954. In a gay club,
Johnny is lauded for his sexuality, the martyr s queer son, though he stumblingly explains
that his father was bisexual and anyway silent on the subject of sex.
Alan Hollinghurst's The Sparsholt Affair feels like ...
The Sparsholt Affair plays out across nearly a century of gay life in England. It begins in
1940 when David Sparsholt, an impossibly handsome young man bound for a military
career, arrives at...
In Alan Hollinghurst s Latest, a Hazy Sex Scandal Looms ...
Spanning three generations, The Sparsholt Affair plumbs the ways the friendship between
these two men will influence their lives̶and the lives of others ̶for decades to come.
Richly observed and emotionally charged, this is a dazzling novel of fathers and sons, of
family and legacy, and of the longing for permanence amid life s inevitable transience.
The Sparsholt Affair en Apple Books
The Sparsholt Affair by readbook · 24 September 2017 In October 1940, the handsome
young David Sparsholt arrives in Oxford. A keen athlete and oarsman, he at first seems
unaware of the effect he has on others ‒ particularly on the lonely and romantic Evert Dax,
son of a celebrated novelist and destined to become a writer himself.
The Sparsholt Affair ¦ Read Book Summary
The Sparsholt Affair is filled with what Johnny, describing some Whistler paintings, calls
"small miracles of observation." Although he lingers longer than you might wish on some
scenes,...
'The Sparsholt Affair' Finds Truth Somewhere Between ...
"The Sparsholt Affair" is filled with scenes that let us feel what it is to stand atop a tower,
watching for German bombers, bid at your first auction or paint a portrait of an entitled rich
family...
'The Sparsholt Affair' Confirms Alan Hollinghurst's Status ...
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About The Sparsholt Affair In 1940, the handsome, athletic, and charismatic David Sparsholt
arrives at Oxford University to study engineering, unaware of his effect on others̶especially
on Evert Dax, the lonely son of a celebrated novelist who is destined to become a writer
himself.
The Sparsholt Affair by Alan Hollinghurst: 9781101873083 ...
Alan Hollinghurst s novel THE SPARSHOLT AFFAIR covers three generations of fiends who
meet at Oxford in 1940. It ends in the present day in a world of i-phones, body tattoos, samesex marriage, children from sperm donors, etc. parents, etc. These characters go to war,
marry, divorce, remarry, have children; and some of them die.

In 1940, the handsome, athletic, and charismatic David Sparsholt arrives at Oxford University
to study engineering, unaware of his effect on others̶especially on Evert Dax, the lonely
son of a celebrated novelist who is destined to become a writer himself. Spanning three
generations, The Sparsholt Affair plumbs the ways the friendship between these two men
will influence their lives̶and the lives of others ̶for decades to come. Richly observed
and emotionally charged, this is a dazzling novel of fathers and sons, of family and legacy,
and of the longing for permanence amid life s inevitable transience.
From the internationally acclaimed winner of the Man Booker Prize, a sweeping new novel
that explores richly complex relationships between fathers and sons as it spans seven
transformative decades in England, from the 1940s through the present. David Sparsholt is a
man who commands attention. As a student at Oxford during the early days of World War II,
he's handsome, powerful and alluring to all who meet him--both women and men. His two
closest friends, Evert and Freddie, are aspiring artists who are quickly drawn into Sparsholt's
magnetic field even as the mores of the day complicate their ambitions--aesthetic, romantic
and otherwise. Twenty years later, all three men find themselves in unexpected
positions--sometimes rewarded, but sometimes thwarted--vis-à-vis love and career; money
and stature. David Sparsholt is now married with a wife and son, having claimed fame as a
fighter pilot in the war, but also infamy after a scandalous affair rocked his entire
family--especially his teenage son, Johnny. It's the 1960s, and upheavals of all sorts are
rampant in England and around the world, including as we follow Johnny's struggles to
untangle his own private web of identity, art and sexuality. Together, these men's trials and
triumphs present a complicated portrait of masculinity and artistic worth in England's upper
echelons, where one's name carries the legacy, but also the telling scars, of the generations
before him. Engaging, atmospheric, told in lush and gorgeous prose, The Sparsholt Affair is a
brilliant novel about sensuality and scruples set against a backdrop of radical social change,
from a writer whose work is as provocative as it is precisely rendered.
In October 1940, the handsome young David Sparsholt arrives in Oxford. A keen athlete and
oarsman, he at first seems unaware of the effect he has on others ‒ particularly on the
lonely and romantic Evert Dax, son of a celebrated novelist and destined to become a writer
himself. While the Blitz rages in London, Oxford exists at a strange remove: an ephemeral,
uncertain place, in which nightly blackouts conceal secret liaisons. Over the course of one
momentous term, David and Evert forge an unlikely friendship that will colour their lives for
decades to come . . . Alan Hollinghurst s masterly new novel evokes the intimate
relationships of a group of friends bound together by art, literature and love across three
generations. It explores the social and sexual revolutions of the most pivotal years of the
past century, whose life-changing consequences are still being played out to this day. Richly
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observed, disarmingly witty and emotionally charged, The Sparsholt Affair is an unmissable
achievement from one of our finest writers.
Winner of the 2004 Man Booker Prize and a finalist for the Lambda Literary Award and the
NBCC award. From Alan Hollinghurst, the acclaimed author of The Sparsholt Affair, The Line
of Beauty is a sweeping novel about class, sex, and money during four extraordinary years of
change and tragedy. In the summer of 1983, twenty-year-old Nick Guest moves into an attic
room in the Notting Hill home of the Feddens: conservative Member of Parliament Gerald,
his wealthy wife Rachel, and their two children, Toby-whom Nick had idolized at Oxford-and
Catherine, who is highly critical of her family's assumptions and ambitions. As the boom
years of the eighties unfold, Nick, an innocent in the world of politics and money, finds his
life altered by the rising fortunes of this glamorous family. His two vividly contrasting love
affairs, one with a young black clerk and one with a Lebanese millionaire, dramatize the
dangers and rewards of his own private pursuit of beauty, a pursuit as compelling to Nick as
the desire for power and riches among his friends. Richly textured, emotionally charged,
disarmingly comic, this is a major work by one of our finest writers.
From the Man Booker Prize‒winning author of The Line of Beauty: a magnificent, centuryspanning saga about a love triangle that spawns a myth, and a family mystery, across
generations. In the late summer of 1913, George Sawle brings his Cambridge schoolmate̶a
handsome, aristocratic young poet named Cecil Valance̶to his family s modest home
outside London for the weekend. George is enthralled by Cecil, and soon his sixteen-year-old
sister, Daphne, is equally besotted by him and the stories he tells about Corley Court, the
country estate he is heir to. But what Cecil writes in Daphne s autograph album will change
their and their families lives forever: a poem that, after Cecil is killed in the Great War and
his reputation burnished, will become a touchstone for a generation, a work recited by every
schoolchild in England. Over time, a tragic love story is spun, even as other secrets lie
buried̶until, decades later, an ambitious biographer threatens to unearth them. Rich with
Hollinghurst s signature gifts̶haunting sensuality, delicious wit and exquisite
lyricism̶The Stranger s Child is a tour de force: a masterly novel about the lingering
power of desire, how the heart creates its own history, and how legends are made. This
eBook edition includes a Reading Group Guide.
The 1995 Booker Prize finalist. Alan Hollinghurst's hypnotic and exquisitely written novel
tells the story of Edward Manners, a disaffected 33-year-old who leaves England to earn his
living as a language tutor in a Flemish city. Almost immediately he falls in love with one of
his pupils, but can only console himself with other, illicit affairs. With this novel, Hollinghurst
exposes us fearlessly to the consequences of unfulfillable, annihilating desire.

The dazzling first novel from the best-selling, Booker Prize-Winning author of The Line of
Beauty and The Sparsholt Affair. An enthralling, darkly erotic novel of homosexuality before
the scourge of AIDS; an elegy, possessed of chilling clarity, for ways of life that can no longer
be lived with impunity. The Swimming-Pool Library focuses on the friendship of two men:
William Beckwith, a young gay aristocrat who leads a life of privilege and promiscuity, and
Lord Nantwich, an elderly man searching for someone to write his biography and inherit his
traditions.
A New York Times Notable Book of 2020 Named one of the best books of 2020 by The New
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Yorker; BBC; NPR; Time ("100 Must-read Books"); Kirkus; and The Washington Post ("50
Notable Works of Fiction") In the highly anticipated follow-up to his beloved debut, What
Belongs to You, Garth Greenwell deepens his exploration of foreignness, obligation, and
desire Sofia, Bulgaria, a landlocked city in southern Europe, stirs with hope and impending
upheaval. Soviet buildings crumble, wind scatters sand from the far south, and political
protesters flood the streets with song. In this atmosphere of disquiet, an American teacher
navigates a life transformed by the discovery and loss of love. As he prepares to leave the
place he s come to call home, he grapples with the intimate encounters that have marked
his years abroad, each bearing uncanny reminders of his past. A queer student s confession
recalls his own first love, a stranger s seduction devolves into paternal sadism, and a
romance with another foreigner opens, and heals, old wounds. Each echo reveals startling
insights about what it means to seek connection: with those we love, with the places we
inhabit, and with our own fugitive selves. Cleanness revisits and expands the world of Garth
Greenwell s beloved debut, What Belongs to You, declared an instant classic by The
New York Times Book Review. In exacting, elegant prose, he transcribes the strange dialects
of desire, cementing his stature as one of our most vital living writers.
In Mrs. Osmond, John Banville continues the story of Isabel Archer, the young protagonist of
Henry James's beloved The Portrait of a Lady. Eager but naïve, in James's novel Isabel comes
into a large, unforeseen inheritance and marries the charming, penniless, and--as Isabel finds
out too late--cruel and deceitful Gilbert Osmond. Here Banville imagines Isabel's second
chapter telling the story of a woman reawakened by grief and the knowledge that she has
been grievously wronged, and determined to resume her quest for freedom and
independence. A masterly novel of betrayal, corruption, and moral ambiguity, Mrs. Osmond
would have thrilled James himself.
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